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ABSTRACT 
A wireless sensor network is generally structured with sensor nodes, base station and network manager. The purpose of these 
sensor nodes is to sense environmental data and send it to network manager via the base station. Some setups where clustering is 
formed, all the sensed data is collected at corresponding cluster head and these cluster head hops the data to base station. Over a 
period, when WSN are widely reached its presence in commercial segment, the demand for energy efficient and longer network 
life time models has attracted more importance. To counter these demands, we propose a Balanced Clustering technique, where 
the Cluster Head selection is done in such a way that the network downtime will be eradicated if the residual energy available in 
the CH is exhausted. Along with this balanced technique, we adopt multiple mobile base station with static trajectory to collect 
data from the CH. The proposed Balanced Clustering and Static Multi-mobile base station Trajectory (BC-SMT) model is simulated 
in MATLAB and its results were evaluated and compared with the recently available mobile base station approaches. Out of all 
simulations, our BC-SMT technique provides longer network lifetime with multiple mobile base station. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The purpose of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) devices is to connect the Industry/application 

environment along with the project/activity monitoring body to deliver real-time or periodical tracking of 

parameters, automation, system control and wide range of activities [1,2,3]. WSN devices has found its 

importance in enormous application categories like industry automation, remote system control, border secure 

line monitoring, disaster monitoring and wider category irrespective of the geographic location. Most of the 

devices are battery operated and this power unit is not rechargeable in most scenarios. This makes the 

engineering team to come-up with energy efficient system in all the possible ways. Choice of selection to 

deliver an energy efficient product, optimization can be done in any part of the network. It can be either on the 

hardware side, firmware side or the networking modes. The general network is modeled with a Sink Node or 

Base Station and a group of tiny sensor nodes. Since the installation of nodes, raw data from the field are 

gathered in a routine time cycle and routed to the BS. During the initial days, the components of these tiny 

sensor nodes are Sensor, Processor, Communication and Power Unit[4,5]. As technologies started to evolve day 

by day, add-on modules are available for integration with the commercially available products. Of all available 
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resources, energy and memory allocation are limited to certain factors like cost and integration complexity. For 

last two decades Industries demand for Energy Efficient Sensor Network rather preferring cost efficient 

products. Our literature survey highlights, as trade-off factor costing is ignored when compared with the 

efficiency and network lifetime. Particularly lifetime of the network becomes questionable when the nodes are 

installed under heterogeneous networks[6]. As nodes under heterogeneous network have special nodes with 

additional features, efficient routing protocols are required for allocating resources evenly. Under this context, 

further this article is presented as Related Works in Section 2, Proposed Routing technique and its 

implementation methods in Section 3, Results are discussed in Section 4 with other conventional routing 

techniques. Section 5 concludes our work. 

 

Related Works: 

In this section, well utilized and recent cluster based routing protocols are discussed. Energy balanced 

routing method is proposed in [7] based on forward-aware factor. This network is modeled for large-scale WSN 

where static data collection is major objective. The decision on next-hop is taken according to the link weight 

along with a spontaneous network reconstruction mechanism, which makes the design more complex to achieve 

high delivery data rate. In a energy balanced routing method cost function of residual energy level is derived as 

in Eqn1. 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒)  𝛼   max_ 𝑅𝐸(𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖)                     (1) 

 

PSO based routing algorithm[8] was developed for Liner/Nonlinear Programming (LP/NLP) formulations. 

Quality of the solution is judged by fitness functions which updates its own velocity and position with personal 

best and global best values. The failure instances of these value estimations are nevertheless prominent to bring 

the average the network lifetime for a heterogeneous sensor network. This method also takes the free space 

model when the distance between the CH and BS is less than the threshold value of do. The energy required  for 

transmitting and receiving a bit is represented by Eelec, ɛfs, ɛmpare the transmitter amplifier energy based on the 

amplifier chosen. The energy consumption for transmitting l bits for distance d is given by   

𝐸𝑇(𝑙, 𝑑) =  {
𝑙𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝑙𝜀𝑓𝑠𝑑2       𝑓𝑜𝑟   𝑑 < 𝑑0

𝑙𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝑙𝜀𝑚𝑝𝑑4      𝑓𝑜𝑟   𝑑 ≥ 𝑑0

             (2) 

To receive an  l bit message the energy required by the receiver is given by 

    𝐸𝑅𝑥(𝑙, 𝑑) =  𝑙 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐                                                        (3) 

where 𝑑0 =
4𝜋ℎ𝑟ℎ𝑡

𝜆
=  87m 

The transmitter and receiver antenna height is represented as ℎ𝑡  and ℎ𝑟 respectively with a value of 1.5m. 

The signal wavelength is represented as ‘𝜆’ having a value of 0.325m.  

On a overall survey in [9] provides rational insight on selection of efficient techniques for extending 

network lifetime based on mobile sink. A balanced clustering approach in [10] proves to be efficient routing 

approach by using Gaussian Elimination Algorithm where cluster head are selected based on Equalized Cluster 

Head Election model. Energy consumption is minimized in every single round. But the constraint of 

maintaining a 150m distance between the network field center and Base Station, maintaining a greater number 

of upper level nodes are considered to be difficult on real time applications. 

For the past two decades, enough research articles presented that energy conservation achieved by Cluster 

Heads gradually reduces the overall energy conservation of the network model. In the same way a distributed 

clustering and routing algorithm is presented in [11]. Efficiency is derived by intelligent CHs which selects the 

next hop based on the neighborhood information such as distance from BS and hop counts between the nodes as 

derived from Hello broadcast counter (Bootstrapping). One major drawback of this approach is the adoption of 

counter logic throughout the sensor nodes for the hop value. This is time consuming and additional fault tolerant 

system has to be implemented to avoid redundant data and looped communication.  

One of the most popular routing methods is LEACH [12] where CH selection is purely on a random 

routine. Adding Genetic algorithm and simulated annealing (SA) to the LEACH,[13] demonstrated Application 

Specific Low Power Routing Protocol (ASLPR). Unlike other LEACH protocols, ASLPR considers residual 

energy, distance between BS and CH are taken into consideration while selecting CH. But on every iteration of 

SA a new solution is generated for GA, which also affects the Data Delivery Rate (DDR). Problem of having 

mobile base station has evolved into commercial products in the late 2000’s. Few theoretical evaluations were 

presented in [14] on moving base station in sensor networks. With initial objective to prolong the network 

lifetime, constrained and unconstrained mobile base station were analyzed in detail. Right all after the 

theoretical evaluation in [14] concluded that unconstrained mobile base station provides longer network 

lifetime.  

Other works [15,16] mobile base station is implemented hence the nodes  near to the BS will change which 

claims to have longer network lifetime. In [17,18] submitted a review on providing solution for data collection 
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of static and mobile sink. It is noted that data collection for the mobile sink is better than the static sink to 

extend network lifetime by use of fixed route mobile sink. DDR and network lifetime in-terms of residual 

energy available in each sensor node and base station are found to be promising in the method proposed in 19 

with fixed trajectory on mobile sink. 

VCCSR proposed in [20] assigns the CH based  on the set of rules in a virtual structure which involves 

route adjustment procedures that increases network overhead and DDR reduction. DDRP [21] intimates sink 

location to its direct neighbours which require the idle listening mode for the node operation that experiences 

delay and packet loss.In recent time a famous Virtual Grid-Based Dynamic Routing Access (VGDRA) by [22] 

is developed with a pre-framed set of rules to extend the network lifetime by providing optimal route paths for 

the data to reach the newest location of the mobile sink.  

With all these survey on energy efficient sensor network under clustering and dynamic base station models, 

we propose an Energy Efficient Sensor Network model with Balanced Clustering and Static Multi-mobile base 

station Trajectory (BC-SMT) in Section 3.     

 

Proposed BC-SMT method of Wireless Sensor Network: 

This section provides a detailed elaboration on using BC-SMT in heterogeneous wireless sensor networks.  

 

3.1 Network Model:  

We define a network of size N, where nodes are placed in m x m two-dimensional space. All the nodes in 

this region are heterogeneous where few nodes have special features in terms of energy, memory and data 

aggregating/transmitting range. The sensors are densely deployed in the network and each node is aware of its 

location. All the nodes are grouped into optimal number of clusters. A node with higher energy level is elected 

as a Cluster Head. Once the Cluster Head (CH) is selected with a Hello broadcast, sensor nodes in the region of 

broadcast responds with join request and joins the cluster. Rather than in conventional systems, here we have 

multiple mobile base stations to extend the network life time which completely collects the data from all the 

sensor nodes. Only the BS are mobile not the sensor nodes. The individual nodes will be configured / assigned 

by Network Manager (NM) individually or uniquely. For the purpose of simulation, BS has no limitations in 

energy, memory and computational resources. This is to deliver an energy efficient network model with optimal 

DDR at a tradeoff cost factor. The widely used energy model is first-order radio model of J Wang et al., 2013. 

Network model of 100 nodes with Two Base Station / Sink is shown in figure 1. Considered from the figure 

normal node, advance node, and skin node with Two Base Station / Sink, during the transmission process the 

nodes are connected with the skin node.  

 
Fig. 1: Network model of 100 nodes with Two Base Station / Sink 

 

3.2 Clustering, Sensing and Transmitting Data: 

The network is grouped into multiple clusters and each cluster is lead by Cluster Head which has the max 

Residual Energy Level (REL). Initially REL of each sensor nodes is sorted and the node with highest rank 

labeled as Cluster Head and the second highest ranked node is labeled as back-up CH (bCH). Upon the 

completion of cluster head selection, CH broadcast the invite to other nodes to join as cluster leaf node. Nodes 

(NReg
i) which are in the range of broadcast range, responds with a request to join message to CH. Address of 

bCH will be available only in the CH, when the energy level of CH falls below the threshold REL set by the 
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NW, information about the bCH will be shared to all the sensors connected to the current CH. This balanced 

clustering technique delivers a no-delay CH re-election. There are cases, where sensor nodes will be on the 

farthest range of CH. Considering all the nodes in the region are secured, we introduce an intermediate Node 

(iN)to the nodes in NReg
i. With a two-third of probability, this iN will be bCH, which will intend to act as relay 

node between the current CH and the farthest nodes.  

There three states to each associated sensor nodes: (i) Idle State, (ii) Sensing State and (iii) Transmission 

State. It is explained in 6 that energy in nodes gets depleted mostly during the transmission of sensed data. In 

same way, CH also loses its energy while transmitting aggregated data to the Base Station. Under single-hop 

communication model, all CHs will directly send the aggregated to the BS. Here, the farthest CHs have to send 

data with high power, which will lead to dead nodes. On the other hand, through multi-hop communication 

model, CHs will find a optimal path to send the aggregated to the BS. Here, the nodes which are one hop closer 

to the BS will receive more traffic and its energy level gets exhausted soon. As both techniques fail to be an 

energy efficient model, we decide to move the Base-station in a Static Trajectory. Figure 2 shows the flowchart 

of CH reelection procedure.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                        

 

 

 

 

                                      

 

 

 

 

                                                                                    

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Flowchart of CH Reelection Procedure 

 

Static Multi-mobile base station trajectory (SMT): 

To make the network energy efficient model, we move from static Base Station to Mobile Base Station. 

The purpose of Mobile BS is to overcome the drawbacks of single hop and multi-hop communication. Though 

BS is set as mobile, the delay in data aggregation has gone higher for larger networks as CHs transmits data to 

BS only when it reaches their set transmission range. To avoid this minimum delay due to distance between CH 

and mobile BS, our network is model with multiple mobile base stations (here 2 Base stations). The trajectory 

of primary BS is set as static by NM. The trajectory of the secondary BS will be on the negative axis location of 

the primary BS current location. Say the location of Primary BS is (x , y); then the location of secondary BS 

will be (-x , -y). 

 

Performance Evaluation of BC-SMT: 

To illustrate and evaluate the network model, the network is configured as shown  in Table1. With the 

entire configuration, our BC-SMT is evaluated in MATLAB and compared with other techniques VGDD, 

VCCSR and DDRP. The network setup consists of 100 sensor nodes. These nodes are randomly deployed in 

squared region at a dimension as 100 x 100 m. The center of the network region is coordinated as (0,0) and x,y-

axis is plotted on it. Distance between each sensor node is ranged as 4 ~ 7 m. The first-order radio energy model 

values used in this simulation are Eelec= 50pJ/bit, Efs = 10pJ/bit/m2 and Emp = 0.0013pJ/bit/m4.  The overall size 

of the gathered message each CH transmits to mobile BS (both primary and secondary) is 4000bits/message and 

header is 200 bits long. Table1 shows that the Network Setup & First Order Radio Energy Model Parameter 
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Table 1: Network Setup & First Order Radio Energy Model Parameter 
PARAMETERS 

Number of Nodes 100  

Network Dimension 100 x 100 m 

Number of Base Station 2 

Eelec 50nJ/bit 

Efs 10pJ/bit/m2 

Emp 0.0013pJ/bit/m4 

Message Size 4000bits 

 

In this work, three different metrics are used which evaluates the performance of the BC-SMT against the 

other schemes: network lifetime, energy consumption and data delivery success ratio. The network lifetime is 

defined as the  maximum time duration during which the sensors deployed have the capability of monitoring the 

interested area. In this work, the network lifetime is estimated in terms of the number of rounds of the mobile 

sink around the sensor field till the first node in the network dies due to energy depletion. The data delivery 

ratio is defined as the ratio of the total number of data packets received successfully by the sink to the total 

number of packets generated by the sender node. The average energy consumption is defined as the total energy 

consumed by all the nodes divided by the total number of nodes till the simulation lasts its configured time.  

Figure 2 shows the performance evaluation of network lifetime of BC-SMT along with  VGDD, VCCSR 

and DDRP approaches. BC-SMT delivers an optimal and efficient performance at 75 node count.  To get more 

accurate results can be obtained while increasing the network size along with number of base station used in the 

network model.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Network Lifetime : Rounds Vs Nodes 

 

Figure 3 infers that the proposed method BC-SMT gives the average energy consumption compared to 

VGDD, VCCSR and DDRP. BC-SMT reduces the overall energy consumption cost of the nodes by adopting 

balanced clustering technique. In VGDD a CH is elected dynamically which forms a virtual structure based on 

the defined set of rules which increases overheads. In VCCSR the CH plays a role in route readjustment process 

which increases the energy consumption. DDRP performs better when compared to VGDD and VCCSR but as 

a tradeoff high packet loss ratio and latency is experienced in this method. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Number of Nodes vs Energy Consumption (J) 
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The performance of a data delivery success ratio for network of 100 nodes is shown in the figure 4. BC-

SMT outperforms other approaches by implementing two sinks in the defined (x,y) locations. VGDD  closely 

follows VCCSR since both the schemes requires the node to possess the knowledge of latest location of mobile 

sink and thereby performs continuous route readjustments. Due to the data driven procedure of DDRP nodes 

will update the sink location and thus data delivery ratio is high. 

 
Fig. 4: Number of Nodes vs Data Delivery Success Ratio 

 

Conclusion: 

This article present a Balanced Clustering and Static Multi-mobile base station trajectory for improving the 

network lifetime for larger networks. Balanced Clustering method selects the CH and maintains the network 

uptime 100% even if its energy level is exhausted by maintain a bCH. Along with this technique, to reduce the 

load on CH by loosing energy unnecessarily through single-hop and multiple-hop communication, we used 

mobile base station to reach the CH to collect the data. Simulation results also highlight that BC-SMT method is 

capable of increasing the network lifetime with the use of static trajectory on multiple mobile station. In future, 

further to increase the network lifetime, number of mobile base station can be increased and the trajectory for 

each base station can be fixed static by Network Manager or Dynamic by any individual algorithm. 
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